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Team Warren introduces this remarkable new residence, it unveils an expansive floor plan and exudes an air of prestige,

character, and warmth that continues to captivate discerning homebuyers in this sought-after locale. Check out the

property video!With a grand total of 5 generously sized bedrooms, 3 well appointed bathrooms, 2 covered parking

spaces, and a seamless indoor/outdoor living experience.This home was meticulously designed to accommodate the

needs of growing families. Nestled in the highly coveted Carina neighborhood, just a mere 9 kilometers from the heart of

Brisbane's bustling CBD, it effortlessly provides all the amenities and lifestyle advantages of inner-city living.The journey

through this elegant abode commences at its inviting design that effortlessly flows towards the open-plan living and

dining area at the rear, suffusing the space with an abundance of natural light. This exquisite area seamlessly connects to a

designer kitchen, furnished with premium finishes, 2Pac soft-close cabinetry, and a walk in pantry. This Modern

masterpiece extends an open invitation for you to unwind and entertain in luxury. Multiple living areas span across both

levels, offering versatile spaces for family gatherings or moments of solitude.From the open-plan living spaces, expansive

glass sliding doors usher you to a capacious covered alfresco haven. This outdoor retreat seamlessly extends the

entertainment options to include a spacious fully-fenced grassy yard, framed by meticulously landscaped

gardens.Whether you choose to entertain your friends or oversee the kids' playtime, this residence ensures year-round

enjoyment. Ascend the striking glass balustrade stairs, leading to the second family room and a central hallway. The

master wing comprises a study, a large walk-in robe, a modern ensuite with a shower. At the rear of the residence, three

additional bedrooms with built-in mirror robes are serviced by a main bathroom, featuring a bathtub, a shower, and a

separate toilet with a vanity, to accommodate your family's needs.This residence skillfully combines timeless design with

meticulous craftsmanship while prioritizing the demands of modern family living. The fifth bedroom and third full

bathroom on the ground level provide flexibility for various living arrangements. The spacious secure electric garage

grants direct access to the home and accommodates two cars with ample extra space.Key features include:- A luxurious

elevated home with Modern aesthetics and exquisite hardware.- 5 spacious bedrooms, Main with large Walk in robe, all

others featuring built-in mirror wardrobes.- 3 spacious bathrooms, upstairs shared bathroom with a bath and shower.- A

chef's dream kitchen, complete with modern appliances, Stone countertops with double thickness edges and a walk in

pantry.- A breakfast island featuring ample storage space.- Sunlit living and dining areas, with large doors leading to the

covered alfresco area with BBQ space.- Freehold of a level family-friendly lawn that is secure and fully fenced.- A secure

remote-controlled two-car garage.- Ducted reverse cycle air-conditioning featuring the Remote Touch Screen Control. -

Video Intercom System.- Internal laundry room.- Convenient proximity to Brisbane's vibrant CBD, the Gateway, and the

M1 motorway.This residence is also within walking distance to local parks with sports facilities, including tennis and

basketball courts, as well as the Clem Jones Centre, Carina Leagues Club, and the local library. It's only a stone's throw

away from some of the southeast's finest restaurants, cafes, educational institutions, and shopping precincts, including

the Camp Hill Marketplace, and is just minutes from Westfield Carindale. This extraordinary home is tailor-made for

growing families and is also within close proximity to a selection of prestigious private schools, including San Sisto College

and Saint Martin's Catholic Primary School. Residents can also enjoy excellent access to the private schools. All of this is

nestled in a peaceful location a mere 9 kms from the CBD, well-served by public transportation, with access to the

express bus route just moments away.Do not miss this fantastic opportunity to secure one of Carina's most desirable

homes. Come and visit us at the next Open Home or contact us for more info. Disclaimer - All information contained

herein is gathered from sources we consider to be reliable. However we cannot guarantee or give any warranty about the

information provided and interested parties must solely rely on 


